Across

3. (n) A longtime close friend or companion
4. (v) To go around; bypass; or to surround, enclose or entrap
5. (v) To evade the truth or importance of an issue by raising trivial distinctions and objections; to find fault or criticize for petty reasons
7. (v) To free from impurities; purify
9. (n) The predominant influence, as of a state, region, or group, over another or others
10. (adj) Boisterous and disorderly
12. (n) an often inferior item or resource that is in demand and usually abundant supply
13. (v) To consent or comply passively or without protest
16. (adj) Related to, located in, or constituting an outer boundary or periphery; Perceived or perceiving near the outer edges of the retina
18. (adj) Capable of being shaped or formed; Easily controlled or influenced
19. (n) Gladness and gaiety
22. (n) The highest point; the vertex; The point of culmination
23. (n) The face of a building, especially the principal face; or an artificial or deceptive front
25. (adj) Courageously noble in mind and heart; Generous in forgiving; eschewing resentment or revenge; unselfish
26. (v) To speak in a monotonous tone
28. (v) to collide, followed by a rebound
29. (v) To remove from association; separate
33. (adj) Affected by a confused, disoriented state of mind; dizzy
35. (adj) Of or relating to a country's internal affairs
37. (adj) Lying on the back or having the face upward
38. (v) to cut a body open while still alive
39. (adj) Quick and skillful; adroit

Down

1. (n) One whose occupation is husbandry; a farmer
2. (adj) partially excusing or justifying
3. (v) To feel or express sorrow or pity for; sympathize with
6. (v) To dry out thoroughly; To make dry, dull, or lifeless
8. (v) To make void; repeal or annul
11. (n) One compulsorily enrolled for service, especially in the armed forces; a draftee
14. (n) A line of waiting people or vehicles
15. (n) A psychopathological condition characterized by delusional fantasies of wealth, power, or omnipotence
17. (v) To parcel out; distribute or apportion
20. (adj) With one's identity disguised or concealed
21. (n) A formal written request for something needed
24. (v) To strive to equal or excel, especially through imitation
27. (n) A person having a speaking, reading, or writing knowledge of several languages
30. (adj) Immovable; fixed; Not moving; motionless
31. (v) To make similar; cause to resemble
32. (v) to smother; to suffocate
34. (v) To disarrange or rumple; dishevel
36. (adj) Belonging to childhood; juvenile; immature; childish